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Payload Document Status

• IESG
  – RFC8627 - draft-ietf-payload-flexible-fec-schem was published.
  – draft-ietf-payload-tsvcis-01 – was sent for publication on February, AD changed on March, waiting for AD?
Payload Document Status

- **WG documents**
  - draft-ietf-payload-tetra-02 – the payload was registered by group from ETSI during our cycle. Authors claims on May 19 that they want to proceed, need to ping them again.
  - draft-ietf-payload-rtp-jpegxs-01 – There were comments on the list and the authors will submit a new revision based on the conclusions (June).
  - draft-ietf-payload-rtp-ttml-02 – the media subtype was registered by W3C and this document specifies the RTP payload for TTML. WGLC ended July 18\textsuperscript{th} but there were no reviews. W3C reviewed the document before the WGLC, will ask for feedback again. Need reviewers !!!
  - VP9 RTP payload expired. Hope to get a new revision that was promised.